Abstract-Different physics-based negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) models as proposed in the literature are reviewed, and the predictive capability of these models is benchmarked against experimental data. Models that focus exclusively on hole trapping in gate-insulator-process-related preexisting traps are found to be inconsistent with direct experimental evidence of interface trap generation. Models that focus exclusively on interface trap generation are incapable of predicting ultrafast measurement data. Models that assume strong correlation between interface trap generation and hole trapping in switching hole traps cannot simultaneously predict long-time dc stress, recovery, and ac stress and cannot estimate gate insulator process impact. Uncorrelated contributions from generation and recovery of interface traps, together with hole trapping and detrapping in preexisting and newly generated bulk insulator traps, are invoked to comprehensively predict dc stress and recovery, ac duty cycle and frequency, and gate insulator process impact of NBTI. The reaction-diffusion model can accurately predict generation and recovery of interface traps for different devices and experimental conditions. Hole trapping/detrapping is modeled using a two-level energy well model. Index Terms-HKMG, hole trapping, interface traps, negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), reaction-diffusion (RD) model, SiON, two-stage model, two-well model.
I. INTRODUCTION
A LTHOUGH first reported in the 1960s [1] , negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) has become a serious reliability issue in recent years for p-MOSFETs having silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ), silicon oxynitride (SiON) [2] - [11] , and SiON/high-K (HK) bilayer gate insulators [12] - [14] . NBTI results in positive charge buildup in the gate insulator and Manuscript received August 27, 2012 ; revised November 23, 2012 ; accepted December 31, 2012. Date of publication January 22, 2013; date of current version February 20, 2013 . This work was supported by DEITY, Government of India, through a grant provided to the Centre of Excellence in Nanoelectronics at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay. The review of this paper was arranged by Editor J. S. Suehle. S. Mahapatra, N. Goel, S. Desai, S. Gupta, B. Jose, S. Mukhopadhyay, and K. Joshi [4] , [15] . The following features are now well known and widely accepted.
1) NBTI increases with increase in negative stress gate bias (V G,STR ), although the magnitude depends on gate oxide field (E OX ) and not on V G,STR [3] - [5] , and inversion layer hole density also plays an important role [4] , [8] .
The E OX dependence has been modeled using exponential functions [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] and power laws [16] , [17] ; for simplicity, a power-law V G,STR dependence has been used as well [14] .
2) NBTI increases at elevated temperature (T ) and shows
Arrhenius T activation [5] , [7] , [10] , [18] , [19] . 3) NBTI shows power-law time dependence for moderate to very long stress time (t-stress) [4] - [11] , [18] - [22] ; few unoptimized devices with very high preexisting defects can show log time dependence [7] . 4) NBTI shows strong dependence on gate insulator process, particularly on nitrogen (N) distribution profile in the gate insulator that governs degradation magnitude (ΔV T ), longer time power-law time exponent (n), T activation energy (E A ), and field acceleration factor (Γ) [5] - [7] , [9] - [11] ; it has been shown that ΔV T increases and n, E A , and Γ reduce with higher N density near the Si/gate insulator interface [10] . 5) NBTI recovers quickly after the stress is removed [23] ; hence, measured ΔV T and n are sensitive to measurement delay [24] - [26] . Higher measurement delay results in lower ΔV T and higher n; indeed, larger n values often found in older reports can be attributed to this recovery artifact [24] . 6) The time exponent n remains independent of V G, STR and T under proper stress and measurement conditions [7] , [10] , [26] , higher bulk trap generation (ΔN OT ) at higher V G,STR causes n to increase at longer t-stress [4] , [20] (ΔN OT is responsible for gate oxide breakdown or TDDB), and larger recovery at higher T [18] for certain measurement [27] causes n to increase with increase in T . 7) For well-optimized and production quality devices and circuits, very long (approximately days to months) stress has universally shown power-law time dependence with n ∼ 1/6 across different sources [20] - [22] .
0018-9383/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE 8) Poststress recovery reduces ΔV T for ac stress w.r.t. dc stress, carefully measured ac degradation is frequency (f ) independent [28] , [29] , although the ac/dc ratio at 50% ac pulse duty cycle (PDC) and PDC-dependent "shape" of ac degradation show wide spread when compared across different published results [11] , while certain ultrafast measurements show f -dependent ac degradation [25] , [30] , particularly at lower f . 9) For SiON/HK gate insulators, degradation is governed by the SiO(N) interlayer (IL) and shows similar signature as that of SiON/poly-Si devices [12] - [14] . 10) NBTI is known to depend on back-end processes, such as types of cap layers and barrier metals [31] , compressive stress liners [32] , post metallization anneal (hydrogen/deuterium) [2] , [5] , source-drain and poly-Si doping [5] , and charging due to antenna effect [33] .
Over the years, different measurement techniques have been used to characterize NBTI; some of them focus on measuring FET parametric degradation, while others measure preexisting and generated traps. Since measurements influence modeling, the techniques are summarized as follows.
1) Conventionally, NBTI stress is interrupted for trans-
fer I-V measurements (measure-stress-measure (MSM) method), to obtain degradation of device parameters such as ΔV T [2] - [4] , [15] , Δg m [2] , ΔS [3] , and ΔI DLIN and ΔI DSAT [15] ; it is now well known that this approach suffers from recovery-related artifacts [24] due to large measurement (stress-off) time (approximately few seconds) and is now seldom used. 2) Faster MSM with full transfer I-V measurement in submicrosecond time has been implemented [25] which can characterize ΔV T for moderate to long t-stress uncontaminated by recovery artifacts; however, the method is not suitable to measure ΔV T at shorter (< 1 s) t-stress, which can provide useful insight regarding NBTI physical mechanism and process dependence [7] , [10] , [11] , [26] . 3) Different versions of faster MSM where I D is measured at one V G value close to prestress V T (V T 0 ) [27] or V DD [34] have been implemented and can provide ΔV T (obtained from ΔI D ) for moderate to long t-stress; the method [27] is not suitable for shorter (< 1 s) t-stress. Recovery artifacts [18] are observed in [27] that has measurement delay of approximately milliseconds but not in [34] that has approximately microsecond measurement delay. 4) Fast [24] and ultrafast [26] on-the-fly (OTF) techniques measure I DLIN at stress V G , after time-zero (t 0 ) delays of 1 ms and 1 μs, respectively, from the initiation of stress; ΔV T is obtained from ΔI D data after mobility correction [35] . These methods do not suffer from recovery artifacts as V G,STR is not removed and are suitable for measuring degradation from short to long t-stress, the shortest time being governed by t 0 delay [26] . 5) Several techniques have been used for direct estimation of trap generation during NBTI-at Si/SiO 2 and SiO 2 /polySi interfaces using low-voltage (LV) stress-induced leakage current (SILC) [19] , [36] , at and near the Si/SiO 2 interface by DCIV [14] , [36] - [38] and charge pumping (CP) [4] , [5] , [7] , and within SiO 2 bulk by SILC [4] ; these techniques measure current due to trap-assisted tunneling (for SILC and LV SILC) and trap-assisted recombination of electrons and holes (for DCIV and CP) before and after stress, and generated traps are estimated from increase in current after stress. These methods scan a particular portion of the energy band gap, are normally implemented in the MSM mode, and suffer from recovery artifacts; therefore, trap generation from these methods cannot be directly compared to ΔV T from fast or ultrafast methods without corrections for delay and band gap differences [7] . 6) Relative magnitude of process-induced preexisting traps in the gate insulator has been estimated using flicker noise [29] , [39] and flatband voltage (V FB ) [6] measurements on unstressed devices.
NBTI physical mechanism has been a subject of debate, and different models have been proposed in the literature and are summarized as follows.
1) NBTI is primarily due to interface trap generation
(ΔN IT ), whose time dynamics is described using reaction-diffusion (RD) [18] , [19] , [40] , [41] or threeenergy-well [42] models. 2) NBTI is primarily due to hole trapping (ΔN HT ) in process-related preexisting defects [43] - [45] ; structural relaxation following trapping is also considered [44] . 3) NBTI is due to strongly coupled contribution from ΔN HT and ΔN IT and is calculated using a two-stage (four-energy-well) model [46] , [47] . 4) NBTI is due to uncorrelated contribution from ΔN IT and ΔN HT [29] . ΔN IT is identical across different gate insulator processes and does not recover when stress is removed, and ΔN HT depends on gate insulator process and recovers on removal of stress. ΔN IT is modeled with equal magnitude of fixed oxide charges using the two-energy-well model [48] , and ΔN HT is calculated using field-assisted lattice relaxation multiphonon emission (FE-LRMPE) process [49] . 5) NBTI is due to uncorrelated contribution from ΔN HT and a semipermanent component [50] . ΔN HT saturates quickly and is calculated using an empirical model [50] and, later, by using a multistate transition model [49] , [51] ; the semipermanent component is empirically determined [50] . It is interesting to note that, although both components are used for prediction of dc NBTI [50] , only contribution due to ΔN HT has been used to predict ac NBTI [51] . 6) NBTI is due to uncorrelated contribution from both ΔN IT and ΔN HT [6] , [7] , [23] , [52] - [54] ; while ΔN HT is fast, saturates quickly during stress, and shows fast recovery after stress, ΔN IT gradually builds up during stress and recovers slowly after stress. 7) The framework of 6) is modified by adding ΔN OT [11] , [14] that can be nonnegligible for certain experimental conditions; ΔN IT is calculated using the H/H 2 RD model [8] , [18] , [19] , [41] , and empirical equations are used for ΔN HT and ΔN OT . Relative contribution of different components is determined by gate insulator process and stress condition [7] , [10] .
The goal of this review paper is to compare different NBTI models as listed previously and test their predictive capability when benchmarked against wide variety of experimental data. Note that a significant amount of discussion already exists in published literature about the relative merits and deficiencies of different models and is briefly summarized hereinafter. A comprehensive discussion of different individual models is not possible and is beyond the scope of this review paper. The reader can refer to the original papers for details. 1) Initially, the RD model has been implemented with atomic hydrogen (H) diffusion [6] , [23] , [40] , [41] to predict the n = 1/4 time exponent seen in older measurements; once it became well known that higher n is due to measurement delay artifact [24] , the model has been modified to include molecular H 2 diffusion that predicts n = 1/6 [18] , [19] , [41] that matches long-time data [20] - [22] . Implementation of the H/H 2 RD model [8] , [41] is discussed in this paper.
2) The RD model has been criticized for its inability to predict ΔV T recovery, particularly at shorter time scale [23] , [42] , [46] ; however, as shown in [11] and [55] , the RD model predicts ΔN IT time dynamics, while ΔV T is due to ΔN HT and ΔN OT in addition to ΔN IT , and it was never claimed, nor it is expected, that the RD model alone would predict recovery of ΔV T , particularly at short time when contribution due to hole detrapping from preexisting and stress-generated bulk insulator traps can be significant. This aspect is further discussed in this paper.
3) The RD model is implemented using Arrhenius Tactivated diffusion, as signatures of dispersive diffusion [27] have been found to be artifact of measurement error [18] . 4) The three-energy-well model [42] is based on H transition between ground and transport energy wells via a third quasi-stationary well; however, it was noted [46] by the original proponents that this model requires unphysical and large variance of H binding energy to predict experimental data that cannot be justified, and hence, the model is no longer pursued. This model is not discussed in this paper. 5) While ΔN HT certainly exists during NBTI [5] - [11] , [14] , [26] , [29] , [39] , [52] - [54] , it is not the only mechanism as strong evidences of trap generation have been demonstrated using multiple measurements such as ΔS [3] , DCIV [11] , [14] , [36] - [38] , CP [4] , [5] , [7] , [11] , [56] , LV SILC [19] , [36] , and SILC [4] and further evidences are provided in this paper; therefore, ΔN HT exclusive models [43] - [45] do not provide full physical picture of NBTI, and similarly, the ΔN IT exclusive models [18] , [19] are also incomplete. These aspects are further discussed in this paper. 6) In [29] , ΔN IT is calculated using a two-energy-well model by considering H transfer from Si-H bonds to an O bridge in the SiO 2 bulk; however, ΔN IT is assumed to be permanent with no recovery after stress that contradicts recovery of generated traps observed using ΔS [3] , CP [7] , [56] , and DCIV [14] , [37] measurements. Further evidence of trap recovery is provided in this paper; the model proposed in [29] has been critically analyzed in [57] and, hence, is not discussed further in this paper. 7) It has been shown [11] , [58] that the two-stage model fails to simultaneously predict long-time dc stress and recovery and ac degradation with consistent model parameters and cannot explain gate insulator process dependence; this aspect is also discussed in this paper. Trap generation and recovery during and after dc stress and during ac stress are shown in Section II, and the models proposed in [29] , [43] - [45] , and [51] are analyzed. The twostage model [46] , [47] is discussed in Section III. The H/H 2 RD model for ΔN IT [8] , [18] , [19] , [41] and the framework of uncorrelated ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT [11] , [14] are discussed in Section IV to explain dc stress and recovery. The empirical approach of calculating ΔN HT [11] , [14] , as shown in Section IV, is modified by using the two-energy-well model [48] in Section V. AC NBTI is analyzed in Section VI, and conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. GENERATION AND RECOVERY OF INTERFACE TRAPS
As mentioned in Section I, experimental evidences of N IT generation and recovery during and after NBTI stress exist from multiple measurements. In spite of these evidences, a few groups have proposed hole-trapping-only models for dc and ac NBTIs. As a further evidence of trap generation from a relevant SiON/HKMG gate stack, Fig. 1(a) shows ΔN IT during dc stress as a function of t-stress measured using the DCIV method [38] , for different V G,STR , T , and measurement delay values. Note that DCIV is likely to probe both ΔN IT at Si/IL interface and ΔN OT at IL bulk. However, due to low voltage drop across IL as V G,STR gets divided due to the HK layer, and high powerlaw voltage deacceleration for ΔN OT at low V G,STR [11] , it is fair to assume that trap generation is dominated by ΔN IT in these SiON/HKMG stacks in the range of V G,STR values used in Fig. 1(a) .
ΔN IT shows power-law time dependence during dc stress and gets activated at higher V G,STR and T , and its magnitude and time exponent n depend on measurement delay. Therefore, N IT generation during NBTI stress clearly contradicts models that claim hole trapping in preexisting bulk traps to be the exclusive physical mechanism of NBTI [43] - [45] . Moreover, since DCIV data are obtained in the MSM mode, reduction in ΔN IT and increase in n for higher measurement delay indicate ΔN IT recovery during measurement [24] . Additional evidences of ΔN IT recovery using DCIV are discussed in [14] and [37] . Poststress ΔN IT recovery is not consistent with that in [29] that suggests N IT generation as permanent. Therefore, the models proposed in [29] and [43] - [45] are inconsistent with well-known experimental observations of NBTI. Fig. 1(b) shows ΔN IT during ac stress as a function of PDC measured using DCIV for different pulse low biases and in different SiON/HKMG stacks. When normalized to dc value, ΔN IT shows universality across different devices and pulse low biases. A characteristic "shape" is observed as a function of PDC that can be correctly predicted by the RD model [14] , as shown by the solid line in Fig. 1(b) and discussed later in Section VI. As ΔN IT is independent of the lower level of ac pulse and since recovery occurs when the pulse level is low, Fig. 1(b) suggests ΔN IT recovery to be independent of V G . This is consistent with the RD model solution but not with the three-energy-well model that suggests N IT recovery to be bias dependent [42] . Also note that the model proposed in [51] attempts to predict NBTI ac PDC dependence exclusively by the ΔN HT component and does not consider contribution due to ΔN IT . While ΔN HT clearly plays a role in determining NBTI ac PDC dependence as discussed in Section VI, Fig. 1(b) unequivocally suggests that ΔN IT cannot be ignored, and therefore, the model proposed in [51] requires careful reconsideration. Fig. 2(a) shows the schematic description of the two-stage or four-energy-well model [46] , [47] . From a physical perspective, the energy levels are presumably associated with a neutral precursor (E 1 ), which captures a hole and undergoes structural relaxation to form a switching hole trap (E 2 ), which, in turn, can exchange H to form an interface trap (E 4 ). The switching trap can also exchange a hole with a neutral level (E 3 ), which, upon structural relaxation, goes back to the original state (E 1 ). Rate equations are computed between pairs of wells (E 1 −E 2 , E 2 −E 3 , E 1 −E 3 , and E 2 −E 4 ) to determine the time-dependent occupancies S 1 -S 4 of wells 1-4. FE-LRMPE process [49] is invoked for transition between E 1 and E 2 , and that between E 2 and E 4 is computed using thermionic emission. Barrier E B between E 1 and E 2 determines ΔN HT during stress, barrier E A between E 1 and E 3 determines ΔN HT during recovery, and E A is presumed equal to E B since wells 1 and 3 are in thermal equilibrium [46] . Generation and recovery of ΔN IT , which is referred to as a "semipermanent" component, are determined by the barrier E D between E 2 and E 4 . The time-dependent well occupancies are calculated during stress and recovery, and the interface charge
III. TWO-STAGE MODEL FOR SWITCHING HOLE TRAPS
where N 0 is the precursor concentration, q is the electronic charge, S 2 and S 4 are the occupancies of wells 2 and 4, respectively, and f P IT is the hole occupancy probability of well 4 [46] . The charge Q is used to calculate ΔV T = Q/C OX , where C OX is the gate capacitance. In [46] , all energy barriers are assumed to be Gaussian having particular mean and energy spread. In [59] , without any loss of generality, E A and E B are assumed uniform with energy spread between minimum and maximum values, and a Gaussian E D distribution is used. The default parameters for Gaussian and uniform E B (= E A ) implementations are shown in [46] and [47] and in [58] and [59] , respectively, and, hence, are not listed in this paper. Both implementations with the default model parameters show similar trends and can predict short-time (up to 1 s) stress and long-time recovery [46] , [59] . However, the two-stage model faces significant challenges to predict stress data over longer t-stress [11] , [58] and is discussed hereinafter. Fig. 2(f) shows the measured power-law time exponent n at longer t-stress versus V G,STR for SiON devices with low (type-A) and high (type-B) N-related preexisting bulk traps in the gate insulator [10] . The relative magnitude of preexisting traps in type-A and type-B devices has been verified independently by using flicker noise [39] .
As shown in Fig. 2(d) , the default (low) E B,MIN results in early start of recovery, an attractive and key predictive feature of this model [46] . However, as shown in Fig. 2(c) , once the stress duration exceeds those used in [46] , the model predicts very low n during longer t-stress. Such a low value of n is not consistent with experimental data [refer to Fig. 2 (f)]. As E B,MIN is increased, n also increases and approaches the measured values, but start of recovery gets significantly delayed; the key model feature that motivated its original development [46] is now lost. Physically, since barrier E A (= E B ) controls recovery, a lower value increases reverse flux from well 3 to well 1 and results in early start of recovery and vice versa. However, since barrier E B controls stress, a lower value would speed up the forward reaction, and the degradation would tend to saturate early and would result in a lower long-time n and vice versa. This indeed is a fundamental limitation of the two-stage model, as it cannot simultaneously predict experimental stress and recovery trends for the same set of parameters. In Fig. 2 (e), higher n is observed for lower V G,STR in a given t-stress window, as saturation is delayed. However, a reduction in n is observed as V G,STR is increased that triggers early saturation. Although the value of n would be different for different E B,MIN values, the reported trend of lower n at higher V G,STR remains agnostic of E B,MIN . This trend is not observed experimentally [see Fig. 2 (f)] and is another key limitation of the two-stage model. Although the stress simulations in Fig. 2 (c) and (e) are performed using uniform E B distribution, qualitatively similar trends are observed when simulations are performed by using Gaussian distribution, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . ΔV T time evolution shows reduction in n when simulated using low mean value of the distribution or at high V G,STR , which, again, is due to early onset of saturation as discussed before. Therefore, irrespective of the shape of E B distribution, the two-stage model cannot predict NBTI stress data at longer t-stress, and this fundamental issue limits its relevance as a model that can be used to predict lifetime of a device under NBTI stress.
Finally, it is now well known that higher preexisting bulk traps in the gate insulator result in higher ΔV T and lower time exponent n at longer t-stress [7] , [10] , [39] . The parameter N 0 of the two-stage model that reflects preexisting defect density or defect precursors, when increased, provides higher ΔV T but also results in higher time exponent n, as shown in Fig. 2(e) . Once again, this model prediction contradicts experimental results and is a limitation of the two-stage model. Therefore, although the generic idea of energy level model as a physical basis of NBTI seems appealing, the mechanism of tightly coupled ΔN IT and ΔN HT of the two-stage or fourenergy-well model involving switching hole traps is not a likely representation of the underlying physical mechanism of NBTI.
We wish to conclude this section with a brief discussion on the multistate-transition-based ΔN HT model [49] , [51] . Note that, although it describes a different physical mechanism, the model is mathematically equivalent to the two-stage model. Hole trapping is modeled by an initial transition from prestress to a metastable state by FE-LRMPE process and, then, to a trapped state by thermionic emission, and a reverse process is invoked for hole detrapping. Therefore, parameters that result in faster recovery would result in quick saturation during stress, and hence, a semipermanent and relatively slow component is added to model dc NBTI at longer t-stress [50] . However, as mentioned before, ac stress is modeled by invoking ΔN HT exclusively [51] , which is not consistent with experiments as ΔN IT also depends on ac PDC [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Therefore, the models proposed in [49] and [51] need further work.
IV. RD-MODEL-BASED FRAMEWORK
Abilities to predict long-time degradation as well as impact of process changes on degradation are the two most important attributes of a technologically relevant model of any reliability phenomenon. Such a framework is discussed in this section. The H/H 2 RD model for ΔN IT [8] , [18] , [19] , [41] is explained first. This is followed by a description of the "RD-modelbased framework" that invokes uncorrelated ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT to predict overall ΔV T during dc stress and recovery [11] , [14] . The model is called an RD framework (rather than, for example, a "composite model") because, while the contributions from ΔN HT and ΔN OT are essential to explain full range of NBTI experiments, including short-time stress data, fast recovery, and increase in SILC due to high V G,STR , very long time NBTI reliability (and technology qualification) at operating condition is still dominated by ΔN IT and is Fig. 3(a) describes the H/H 2 RD model for N IT generation and recovery during and after NBTI stress. During stress, the inversion layer hole tunnels into and is captured by interfacial Si-H bond, and the latter then gets broken by thermal excitation. The released H diffuses out and reacts with another available H to form molecular H 2 , which eventually diffuses out. The broken Si bond forms N IT at the Si/SiO 2 interface. In the conventional H/H 2 RD model [8] , [18] , [41] , the "other" H is commonly ascribed to that coming from another broken Si-H bond at the Si/SiO 2 interface, although it can as well come from a broken bond at the SiO 2 /poly-Si interface or from the polySi grain boundary. In the poly-H/H 2 RD model, the released H from the Si/SiO 2 interface reacts with another Si-H bond at the SiO 2 /poly-Si interface to form H 2 [19] . During recovery, H 2 diffuses back toward the Si/SiO 2 interface, monomerizes into H, and reacts with the broken Si bond to passivate N IT . Alternatively, the returning H 2 can react with broken Si at the SiO 2 /poly-Si interface, and the resulting H can passivate the broken Si at the Si/SiO 2 interface. Table I lists the equations for Si-H bond dissociation and anneal at the Si/SiO 2 interface (1), H/H 2 dimerization and monomer formation, (2a) and (2b), for the conventional H/H 2 RD model or, alternatively, the reaction at the SiO 2 /poly-Si interface (3) for the poly-H/H 2 RD model, and diffusion of atomic H (4a) and molecular H 2 (4b). In the H/H 2 model, H and H 2 diffusion takes place in both SiO 2 and poly-Si, and for simplicity, identical diffusivity values are used in SiO 2 and poly-Si. In the poly-H/H 2 model, larger H/H 2 diffusivities have been used in SiO 2 compared to that in poly-Si (shown in Table I ). Arrhenius T activation is assumed for the reaction rate constants and diffusivities. ΔN IT time evolutions simulated using the conventional and poly-H/H 2 RD models for stress and recovery are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. Model parameters are listed in Table I . Note that identical stress and recovery results are obtained for both models by using the calibrated model parameters as shown. A detailed comparison of these two versions of the RD model is beyond the scope of this paper and is presented elsewhere [60] .
A. H/H 2 RD Model for Interface Traps
Note that ΔV T during stress is influenced by ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT . However, ΔN HT is fast and impacts degradation during shorter t-stress [6] - [8] , [11] , [14] , [52] - [54] , and ΔN OT impact is strong at higher V G,STR [4] , [11] . Therefore, the RD model can be validated by using the measured data at lower V G,STR and longer t-stress. The RD model solution at longer t-stress predicts
and suggests power-law time evolution of ΔN IT with n = 1/6. To validate this prediction, Fig. 4 shows (a) the time evolution of NBTI and (b) the extracted exponent n for very long t-stress, obtained from production quality devices [20] - [22] by MSM method that captures negligible ΔN HT , and therefore, NBTI is dominated by ΔN IT . The use of lower V G,STR ensures that ΔN OT is negligible, and the impact of measurement delay is also negligible as t-stress is very long and the ratio of measurement to t-stress is very short [61] . Indeed, consistent with the prediction of the RD model, n ∼ 1/6 time exponent has been observed in broad range of experiments [20] - [22] . Note that the prediction of n ∼ 1/6 time exponent is an intrinsic feature of the RD model and is obtained with no (zero) adjustable parameter. The ability to predict a key feature of NBTI experiments, relevant for lifetime prediction and technology qualification, clearly establishes the validity and robustness of the H/H 2 RD model. Note that the time evolution of ΔN IT from DCIV measurements in Fig. 1(a) shows time exponent ; device details are shown in [7] .
n > 1/6. This is understandable as DCIV is done in MSM mode for moderately long t-stress, and N IT recovery during measure phase (approximately several seconds) results in higher n [24] due to the large ratio of measurement to t-stress [61] , with an even larger n seen for higher measurement delay.
The RD model solution at longer t-stress also suggests that, under the assumption of similar T activation of k F and k R and that of k H and k H2 due to detailed balance, the T activation of ΔN IT must be equal to that of molecular H 2 diffusion [7] , [52] . To validate this hypothesis, ΔV T versus t-stress data measured at different stress T values are plotted along the Y -and Xaxes, respectively, in a log-log plot and are scaled along the X (t-stress)-axis to overlap with each other, and for each T , this scaling factor (t SCALE ) is obtained [7] , [52] . Note that t SCALE is the time to reach a particular degradation at a given T . Relatively slow measurement is used on different types of devices where NBTI is dominated by ΔN IT [7] , and similar exercise is done on ΔN IT versus t-stress data obtained from CP [7] , [18] . Fig. 4 (c) plots 1/t SCALE versus 1/kT in a semilog plot, which, according to the aforementioned hypothesis, would result in T activation energy of molecular H 2 diffusion (E ADH2 ). Indeed, extracted E A ∼ 0.6 eV suggests molecular H 2 diffusion [62] , and identical E A values are obtained for the measured ΔV T and ΔN IT and for different types of devices [7] . Hence, experimentally observed n and E A are both consistent with molecular H 2 diffusion at longer t-stress and prove the validity of the H/H 2 RD model to predict N IT time dynamics. However, time evolutions of ΔN HT and ΔN OT are required in addition to the full solution of the RD model for ΔN IT to predict fast or ultrafast NBTI data from ultrashort to long t-stress and are discussed hereinafter. (Table I) , and ΔN HT and ΔN OT are calculated by empirical equations (Table II) . Device-dependent parameters are listed in the caption of Fig. 6 .
B. Prediction of Experimental DC Stress Time Dynamics
Fig . 5 shows the time evolution of ΔV T obtained by using ultrafast and fast OTF I DLIN measurements (with appropriate mobility correction [35] ) with time-zero (t 0 ) delays of 1 μs and 1 ms, respectively [26] . Experiments are performed on different SiON devices having (a) low (type-A) and (b) high (type-B) N-related preexisting bulk trap density in gate insulators [10] ; bulk trap densities were independently verified by using flicker noise [39] . Both devices are stressed at identical T and E OX (obtained by suitably adjusting V G,STR ). Note that the type-B device shows larger ΔV T than the type-A device for both 1-μs and 1-ms t 0 OTF measurements. For both type-A and type-B devices, larger ΔV T is captured by the t 0 = 1 μs OTF technique, and the difference between 1-μs and 1-ms t 0 delay data is more prominent for the type-B device at short (submillisecond) t-stress [10] , [26] . Before proceeding further, the following points are worth a mention for OTF measurements. First, as V G,STR is not removed during OTF measurement, the difference between 1-μs and 1-ms t 0 OTF data is not due to any recovery artifact but rather is due to the capture (for t 0 = 1 μs) or noncapture (for t 0 = 1 ms) of degradation in the submillisecond time scale [26] . Furthermore, as the degradation is calculated by assuming t 0 data as being unstressed, ΔV T at shorter t-stress is influenced (reduced) by t 0 subtraction artifact. This effect is larger for t 0 = 1 ms and, particularly, in type-B devices that show very large short-time degradation, as observed in Fig. 5(b) .
The calculated ΔV IT (= q ΔN IT /C OX ), ΔV HT (= q ΔN HT /C OX ), and ΔV OT (= q ΔN OT /C OX ) components and overall ΔV T are shown. ΔN IT is obtained using the conventional H/H 2 RD model with two device-dependent parameters, as shown in Table I . Poly-H/H 2 RD model simulation shows similar results, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(b) and (c), and a detailed comparative study of the two model versions is presented elsewhere [60] . ΔN HT is modeled by using an empirical expression having four device-dependent parameters, and ΔN OT is modeled using an empirical expression with one device-dependent parameter, as shown in Table II [14] . We show that only these seven device-dependent parameters are sufficient to predict a wide range of stress data at different V G,STR and T values and obtained on devices having different gate insulator processes. A physics-based hole trapping model will be discussed in Section V. Note that 1-μs and 1-ms data can be predicted by identical ΔN IT and ΔN OT but different ΔN HT that saturates at longer t-stress, which is true for both devices. The only difference in ΔN HT confirms that short-time NBTI is dominated by fast hole trapping in preexisting bulk insulator traps. Although the type-B device has somewhat larger ΔN IT and ΔN OT compared to the type-A device (independently verified by DCIV and CP as shown in [11] ), large difference in ΔV T observed between these devices, particularly at shorter t-stress and when measured using the 1-μs OTF technique, can be primarily attributed to large difference in the fast ΔN HT component between them [11] , [14] . Moreover, larger ΔN HT for the type-B device explains larger difference between 1-μs and 1-ms t 0 delay data at short (submillisecond) t-stress. Note that the difference between model prediction and measurement at shorter t-stress, particularly for t 0 = 1 ms data for the type-B device, can be attributed to lower measured ΔV T due to t 0 subtraction artifact. Finally, as ΔN HT saturates at longer t-stress (n ∼ 0 in a log-log plot), higher ΔN HT captured for the t 0 = 1 μs OTF technique results in lower time exponent n when compared to that of the t 0 = 1 ms OTF technique [10] , [11] , [26] . Furthermore, larger ΔN HT for the type-B device results in lower n at longer t-stress when compared to the type-A device and can explain the data shown in Fig. 2(f) . Note that large ΔN HT difference between the type-A and type-B devices is fully consistent with relative differences in preexisting bulk trap density as obtained from prestress flicker noise [39] . Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of ΔV T measured using the t 0 = 1 μs OTF technique on type-A and type-B SiON devices (similar to that shown in Fig. 5) Tables I and II . As mentioned before, the type-B device has higher N-related preexisting traps as verified by prestress flicker noise [39] and, hence, shows larger ΔN HT . As ΔN HT is a fast weak-T -activated process [11] , the type-B device shows a large weak-T -activated ΔV T in submillisecond t-stress. Moreover, as ΔN HT saturates at longer t-stress, larger ΔN HT contribution for the type-B device results in lower time exponent n and T activation E A for overall ΔV T at longer t-stress [7] , [10] , [11] , [14] . Note that the T activation of saturated ΔN HT is small and identical for both devices. As discussed in Section V, this (weak) T activation of saturated hole trapping is also predicted by the calibrated twoenergy-well model. Also note that the time constant for trapping (τ S ) has larger T activation (E Aτ s ) for the type-A device as compared to the type-B device, as shown in [14] . Although this feature can also be predicted by the calibrated two-well model, the impact of N content on trap properties needs further understanding and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Therefore, the RD-model-based framework [11] , [14] can predict experimental stress data from very short to long time, obtained on devices having different gate insulator processes and stressed under a wide range of V G,STR and T values, with no more than seven device (gate insulator process)-dependent parameters. More examples have been shown in [14] , which demonstrate the predictive capability of the proposed framework. Note that, unlike the two-stage model [46] , [47] , the proposed framework assumes no correlation between ΔN IT and ΔN HT (and also ΔN OT whenever applicable). Similar attempts to model NBTI stress data with uncorrelated ΔN IT and ΔN HT were also made in [6] and [23] . Unfortunately, the RD model used in [6] and [23] was based on atomic H diffusion, leading to long-time power-law time exponent of n ∼ 1/4 [41] and T activation of E A ∼ 0.2 eV [63] ; both these features are inconsistent with the experimental data shown in Fig. 4 .
C. Prediction of Experimental Recovery Time Dynamics
As discussed, the RD model has been recently criticized due to its failure to predict ΔV T recovery transients following dc stress [23] , [42] , [46] , and this has led to the development of alternative models [29] , [42] , [46] , [50] . An important aspect often missed in this criticism is that the RD model predicts only the ΔN IT component of ΔV T , and detrapping of trapped holes from preexisting (ΔN HT ) and generated (ΔN OT ) bulk traps has to be also considered for prediction of ΔV T recovery transients [11] , [14] , [55] . As discussed before, interpretation of shorter time stress experiments must invoke contributions from ΔN HT . Similarly, high-V G,STR stress data at longer t-stress must be explained by additional contribution from ΔN OT . It is therefore expected that these additional components must be included in addition to the RD model solution for ΔN IT to explain recovery experiments. Fig. 7(a) shows the time evolution of ΔV T measured in the type-A SiON device by the t 0 = 1 μs OTF technique during recovery after NBTI stress. Also shown are ΔN IT recovery calculated by the RD model solution and fast hole detrapping from both ΔN HT and ΔN OT calculated using the empirical expression and parameters listed in Table II [14] . The magnitudes of ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT at the beginning of recovery are equal to and obtained from those at the end of stress. Once hole detrapping is considered, the start of ΔN IT recovery is accurately predicted by the RD model. However, the rate of ΔN IT recovery does not match with experimental data when recovery is simulated by using the conventional 1-D approach. This is due to simple 1-D implementation of an actual 3-D phenomenon and is briefly discussed hereinafter [11] , [14] .
During stress, H 2 diffuses out from 2-D plane to 3-D space with a particular D H2 value, and during recovery, it diffuses back from 3-D space to 2-D plane with the same D H2 . However, while returning, H 2 must "find" a broken Si bond to passivate and, hence, has to spend some time hopping near the Si/SiO 2 interface. Accurate prediction of this phenomenon requires 3-D stochastic simulation of a large-area device, which is very time consuming and beyond the scope of this paper. However, in an approximate 1-D implementation, this delay can be effectively captured by simulating ΔN IT recovery with a reduction in D H2 only during recovery. Fig. 7(b) shows the time evolution of ΔN IT recovery simulated using different reduced D H2 values. Indeed, ΔN IT recovery slows down as D H2 is reduced. However, in practice, some of the returning H 2 would immediately find a broken Si bond to passivate, while others would have to hop around for varying duration before finding a broken Si bond. In 1-D, such dispersion in time for returning H 2 to passivate a broken Si bond can be implemented by different reduced D H2 solutions, and a weighted average of these solutions describes the macroscopic average recovery of ΔN IT . A typical example is shown in Fig. 7(b) , although it is important to note that the relative weights can vary across experimental conditions. Once this stochastic H-diffusion-related delay is considered, the rate of ΔN IT recovery is also found to match with experimental data, as shown by the modified approach in Fig. 7(a) . An alternative approach to implement (in the 1-D RD model) this dimensionality-dependent reduction in N IT recovery at longer recovery time is discussed in [60] . Fig. 8 shows ΔV T recovery measured using the t 0 = 1 μs OTF technique for (a) type-A and (b) type-B SiON devices (the same as Figs. 5 and 6) stressed at different t-stress and T values and model prediction by the proposed framework. Once again, the values of ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT at the beginning of recovery are equal to and obtained from those at the end of stress. The RD model has been used for the long-term part of recovery, with parameters (both fixed and device dependent) that are exactly identical to those used in stress and shown in Table I and Fig. 6 . Hole detrapping parameters for the empirical model are suitably adjusted to predict the early part of recovery. Note that a single empirical expression is used for hole detrapping for both ΔN HT and ΔN OT , as shown in Table II , having only two device-dependent parameters. Once again, the diverse set of experimental recovery data can be explained with these few adjustable parameters, clearly suggesting the robustness of the proposed framework. Interestingly and unlike stress, time constant τ R during recovery does not show any T activation. Further work is needed to understand the physical mechanism responsible for this phenomenon. 1 As an additional proof that short-time recovery and long-time recovery are indeed due to different physical processes, ΔV T recovery measured at different T values, as shown in Fig. 8 , has been replotted after subtracting the first (t = 1 μs) data point (see Fig. 4 of [65] ). For both type-A and type-B devices, short-time data show T independence, and T activation is seen at longer time. This is consistent with short-time recovery being governed by hole detrapping that shows weak T activation, while passivation of interface traps having stronger T activation dominates longtime recovery. Weak T activation of hole detrapping has also been observed in [66] . Therefore, the proposed framework that includes recovery of ΔN IT , together with fast hole detrapping from ΔN HT and ΔN OT [11] , [14] , can explain ultrashort-to long-time ΔV T recovery after dc stress for devices having different gate insulators and different stress/recovery conditions. More such examples are discussed in [14] and [60] .
D. Prediction of Long-Time Experimental Stress Data
To illustrate the relative contribution of ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT for different gate insulator devices, Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of ΔV T at longer t-stress measured using t 0 = 1 μs and t 0 = 1 ms OTF techniques for (a) type-A and (b) type-B SiON devices. Also shown are overall model prediction (ΔV IT + ΔV HT + ΔV OT ) and the ΔV IT component calculated by the RD model, for stress as well as for extrapolation to operating bias. The type-A device has low N-related preexisting bulk traps but a thicker gate insulator; hence, 1-μs and 1-ms measured data are close to each other due to lower ΔN HT , but there is a large gap between the measured data and calculated ΔN IT due to large ΔN OT , particularly for higher V G,STR . This gap reduces as V G,STR is reduced due to larger V G acceleration of ΔN OT , and ΔV T and ΔN IT contributions come close to each other when extrapolated to low-V G use condition [11] . The type-B device has higher N-related preexisting traps and a relatively thinner gate insulator; hence, there is a large difference between the 1-μs and 1-ms measured data and also between the measured data and calculated ΔN IT due to large ΔN HT contribution, while the ΔN OT component is less as applied V G,STR is low for thin gate insulators. The gap remains at lower V G,STR when extrapolated to use condition as V G accelerations of ΔN IT and ΔN HT are identical, as shown in Tables I and  II [11] , [14] . For the type-A device, ΔV T tends to merge with ΔN IT at longer time (as ΔN HT saturates while ΔN IT builds up over time [52] ), which is unlike that for the type-B device. At use condition, extrapolated ΔV T at long time shows time exponent n ∼ 1/6 for the type-A device as ΔV T is dominated by ΔN IT and the field reduction effect (stress E OX reduces at longer t-stress due to increase in ΔV T ) [8] , [14] is small due to lower ΔV T . Projected long-time exponent n is consistent with that observed in industrial-grade devices [20] - [22] , shown in Fig. 4(a) . This is not the case for the type-B device that shows lower n (n < 1/6) due to large ΔN HT contribution and large field reduction effect due to higher ΔV T at longer t-stress. Therefore, the proposed framework is shown to be technologically relevant as it is capable to predict and project long-time NBTI for devices having different gate insulator processes. Many more such examples are shown in [14] and [60] .
V. TWO-ENERGY-WELL MODEL FOR HOLE TRAPPING AND DETRAPPING
In the previous section, hole trapping and detrapping have been modeled using the empirical equations listed in Table II. A physics-based description of these processes can be obtained Fig. 10 . Two-well model schematic and equations. The rate and occupancy equations for a single trap are shown. E B and E 2 are reduced on application of a gate bias. Barrier E B varies for different traps and is modeled by a Gaussian distribution. Summing up over all the traps gives the total ΔN HT contribution. For details, refer to [67] .
by using the two-energy-well model, which was originally proposed to model dielectric relaxation current in glasses [48] . The basic mathematical model has been used to form the basis of the two-stage or four-well model [46] , [47] .
The schematic of the two-energy-well model is shown in Fig. 10 [48] , [49] . Energy wells 1 and 2 represent energies of the trapping site before (E 1 = 0) and after (E 2 ) trapping, respectively, while E B represents the barrier height of the hole trapping process. Only thermionic emission over the barrier E B is considered, and direct tunneling is assumed negligible. Once a negative V G is applied during stress, E B is lowered by the amount "γ E OX ," and E 2 is lowered by "2γ E OX ," where E OX is the oxide electric field and γ = qx, which is T independent, with x being the generalized coordinate and q being the electronic charge. The flux equations between wells are computed to obtain well occupancies S 1 and S 2 for stress and recovery, as shown in Fig. 10 . The occupancy S 2 , as shown in Fig. 10 , is calculated for a single hole trap; in reality, the bulk traps within the gate insulator are distributed in position and in energy, and a two-energy-well system is solved for each of those traps having a particular E B . To account for trap distribution, a Gaussian distribution g(E B ) of the energy barrier E B has been assumed with mean μ and standard deviation σ, and the net occupancy of well 2 (and ΔN HT ) is calculated by integrating the term N 0 [S 2 g(E B )] over an energy range of ±3σ across μ, where N 0 is the precursor density that is proportional to preexisting bulk oxide traps. Note that, from a mathematical viewpoint, the two-well model can be shown to behave similarly as the two-stage model, i.e., early onset of stress saturation and faster recovery for low minimum energy level of barrier E B (E B,MIN ) and delayed onset of stress saturation and slow recovery for higher E B,MIN . A detailed description of the two-well model is provided in [67] . Fig. 11 shows ΔN HT during (a) stress and (b) recovery as calculated using the empirical model shown in Table II , which has been used together with ΔN IT and ΔN OT to predict type-A SiON device data under different experimental conditions. Calculations from the two-energy-well model are also shown, which show excellent agreement with those from the empirical model. This clearly establishes that the ΔN HT modeling done in Section IV is physically justified and should not be viewed as a mere curve fitting exercise. None of the two-well model parameters N 0 , γ, and E 2 are varied with variation in V G and T , which shows the robustness of the proposed model. Only the barrier height distribution parameters μ and σ are assumed to be T activated. Similar agreements between both models have been achieved for type-B devices having different gate insulator processes and are presented in [67] .
Note that hole trapping calculated using the empirical and the two-energy-well model saturates at longer t-stress, and the saturated ΔN HT shows weak T activation (E A ∼ 0.03 eV) [14] . As explained before [7] , [11] , [14] , [52] , the saturation of ΔN HT at longer time and its weak T activation cause reduction in power-law time exponent n and T activation E A of overall measured ΔV T . This effect is more prominent for devices having large preexisting bulk trap density and, hence, larger ΔN HT contribution and is consistent with large prestress flicker noise observed in such devices [39] . Both models show similar T activation of trapping time constant that is found to be higher for type-A devices [E A ∼ 0.4 eV, shown in Fig. 11(a) ] when compared to type-B devices (E A ∼ 0.1 eV, not shown in this paper; see [14] for details).
Both models show fast hole detrapping and identical time constant, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . Similar to the empirical hole detrapping model, the calibrated two-energy-well model shows negligible T activation of hole detrapping time constant. This is in spite of the fact that hole detrapping involves thermionic emission from E 2 to E 1 over the barrier E B . As a comparison, the inset of Fig. 11(b) shows the time evolution of hole detrapping calculated from a different empirical approach [50] , obtained after subtracting the slowly recoverable semipermanent part from overall ΔV T recovery (see Fig. 9 of [50] ). The inset of Fig. 11(b) shows somewhat higher recovery time constants and T activation as compared to the calibrated two-energywell model. More work is needed to understand and reconcile these differences. However, the very large values of time constants shown in [45] with capture-emission time maps for hole trapping/detrapping are never observed in devices having wide range of N% and EOT studied by the authors [14] . Moreover, the reported time constants in [45] are also inconsistent with RTN measurements [68] . We believe that this discrepancy is due to neglecting the contribution from the relatively slower ΔN IT and ascribing entire ΔV T to ΔN HT , which cannot be physically justified. Note that, although the calibrated two-well model can explain hole trapping and detrapping across different devices with consistent set of parameters, more fundamental analysis is required to study the impact of N in the gate insulator on hole trap parameters, which is outside the scope of this paper.
From the aforementioned discussion, it is therefore evident that the calibrated two-energy-well model for ΔN HT , together with the RD model for ΔN IT , can successfully predict time evolution of ΔV T during dc stress and recovery. When applicable (such as stress with high V G,STR on thicker gate insulators), contribution due to ΔN OT has been modeled using empirical approach, with parameters that are consistent with TDDB experiments. The predictive capability of the RD-model-based framework for ac NBTI is discussed next.
VI. PREDICTION OF AC DEGRADATION
Typically, ac NBTI is studied as a function of PDC and f by stressing the device at identical V G,STR and T as dc stress. AC stress data are normalized to dc stress data at identical t-stress, which makes effective stress duration for ac stress a function of the PDC. As discussed before (see Fig. 3 of [11] ), the PDC dependence of ac NBTI from different sources [28] , [29] , [42] , [55] , [69] when normalized to dc is characterized by very different "shapes." Although ac NBTI is independent of f (when high f reflection of stress signals is properly eliminated; see [28] for details), the ac-to-dc ratio at 50% PDC shows a wide spread across different sources [9] , [28] , [29] , [55] , [70] . Note that the f independence of ac NBTI is also observed in circuits [28] , although, in some reports, f dependence is observed on devices, particularly at low f when ac NBTI is obtained using ultrafast methods [25] , [30] . Such differences must be understood in order to model ac NBTI degradation.
Note that, similar to dc, the ON phase of ac stress (high level of gate pulse) results in ΔN IT , ΔN HT , and ΔN OT for large V G,STR . As discussed earlier in this paper, ΔN HT buildup and recovery are fast processes, and therefore, ac stress would capture lower ΔN HT compared to dc as holes trapped during pulse ON phase get detrapped during pulse OFF phase, unless PDC is closer to 100% and sufficient time is not available for hole detrapping. Moreover, similar to dc stress, the magnitude of ΔN HT measured during ac stress depends on measurement speed. As discussed in [11] , large discrepancy in data from various published sources can be attributed to different measurement speeds used for ac NBTI stress and dc NBTI stress that capture different ΔN HT values, gate insulator process differences that result in different ΔN HT values (and further amplify the difference between ac stress and dc stress), different V G,STR values that result in different ΔN OT values as trapped charges in ΔN OT would show up in dc but not in low-duty-cycle ac stress, etc. To minimize uncertainty due to differences between dc stress and ac stress, a renormalization of PDC-dependent ac stress data by 50% PDC data has been proposed in [11] . Fig. 12 shows ac degradation versus PDC, renormalized to 50% ac data, measured on different SiON and SiON/HK devices stressed at different pulse low-level biases and also obtained from published sources [11] . Data from such diverse sources show a universal relation for up to ∼80% ac PDC, and large spread is observed only for larger PDC close to dc. Since buildup and recovery of ΔN HT are fast processes while generation and recovery of ΔN IT are much slower, ac stress would naturally be ΔN IT dominated unless the PDC becomes large. Indeed, the universal relation up to ∼80% PDC can be accurately predicted by the RD model solution for ΔN IT , as shown by the solid line. Note that the prediction of ΔV T universality up to ∼80% PDC by the RD model for ΔN IT is fully consistent with the prediction of PDC-dependent DCIV data for different devices up to dc, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , since DCIV is a direct estimation of ΔN IT . As expected from the RD solution, ΔN IT does not show any spread or kink near dc, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . At larger PDC, ΔN HT appears due to lower hole detrapping as pulse low time is small, and the spread in ΔV T close to dc is attributed to different ΔN HT values in different devices. Fig. 13(a) shows the measured ΔV T for ac stress versus PDC (normalized to dc), obtained for different devices from different sources. Overall model prediction consisting of the RD model solution for ΔN IT and two-energy-well model solution for ΔN HT recorded at the minimum of the gate pulse is also shown. Model parameters are identical to those used to predict dc stress and recovery data. ΔN OT is assumed to be negligible due to relatively low V G,STR . The model can predict experimental data reasonably well with relatively different ΔN IT and ΔN HT values for different devices (only the relative magnitudes of N IT and ΔN HT at dc have been adjusted) and verifies the validity of the proposed framework of uncorrelated trap generation and hole trapping. To understand the framework, Fig. 13(b) shows simulated PDC dependence of ΔN IT from the RD model and of ΔN HT from the two-well model obtained at minimum of the ac pulse. ΔN IT gradually builds up with increase in PDC as generation and recovery of N IT are slower processes, with recovery being slower than generation as discussed in Section IV-C. However, ΔN HT shows a large increase only at higher PDC close to dc, as hole trapping and detrapping are much faster processes, and trapped holes can easily detrap unless the PDC is large as discussed previously. Therefore, uncorrelated ΔN IT and ΔN HT with their relative magnitudes adjusted only for the dc stress can predict wide range of ac PDC-dependent data, as shown in Fig. 13(a) .
Note that ΔN IT and ΔN HT have different t-stress dependences and T activations but identical V G,STR dependence, as discussed in Section IV. As shown in Fig. 13 , relative contribution of ΔN IT and ΔN HT determines the PDC-dependent shape of ac NBTI. It is expected that the PDC-dependent shape factor would be different when measured at different t-stress and T values and has to be modeled by different relative contributions (at dc) of ΔN IT and ΔN HT . Moreover, the scenario gets even more complicated at higher V G,STR when ΔN OT contribution becomes appreciable, as it has different t-stress, V G,STR , and T dependences compared to ΔN IT and ΔN HT contributions. A complete study of ac NBTI at different stress conditions and on different devices is beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere. Fig. 13 (b) also shows the simulated two-stage model solution for ac PDC dependence with low (default) and high E B,MIN values, obtained at the minimum of the ac gate pulse. Simulations were done using the model implemented in [59] , with all other model parameters kept identical to default. The simulated ΔV T (calculated using the method described in Section III) shows steplike duty cycle dependence for both low and high E B,MIN values, with slightly higher step for lower E B,MIN . However, both solutions are very different from the experimental data shown in Fig. 13(a) . Therefore, the twostage model cannot predict ac PDC dependence of NBTI and cannot predict ac degradation for devices having different gate insulator processes. Fig. 14 shows the measured ΔV T data as a function of pulse frequency for different devices and measurement conditions. Data in [29] and [55] are measured using slower measurement method and show f independence but with different ac/dc ratios. Data in [25] are measured using faster method and show f dependence, with data recorded at the maximum of the gate pulse showing stronger f dependence than those recorded at the pulse minima. Note that degradation at 50% ac PDC obtained at pulse minima is dominated by ΔN IT , as shown in Fig. 13(b) . Hence, the difference in ac/dc ratio for [29] and [55] can be due to difference in ΔN HT measured during dc stress. Also note that ac frequency-independent degradation is a natural prediction of the RD model for interface traps, as discussed in [40] . Indeed, as shown in Fig. 14(a) , the f independence can be captured by the ac RD model solution for ΔN IT , with relatively different ΔN HT values added only to dc data to account for process-dependent preexisting defects.
However, as shown in Fig. 14(b) , some amount of ΔN HT is likely to be captured during ac stress, particularly at lower f and when measured at the pulse maxima using faster method [25] . ΔV T measured at the maximum and minimum of the ac pulse shows different f dependences, which can be predicted by the RD model solution for ΔN IT combined with the twoenergy-well model solution for ΔN HT , with identical model parameters that have been used for prediction of dc stress and recovery. Therefore, in addition to PDC dependence, the framework of uncorrelated trapping and trap generation can explain f dependence of ac NBTI for different measurement conditions and on devices having different gate insulator processes. Fig. 14(b) also shows the f dependence simulated using the two-stage model implemented in [59] , with low (default) and high E B,MIN values. The model predicts identical f dependence for low and high E B,MIN values when simulated at pulse minima and can predict only the trend (but not the magnitude) of experimental data as shown. However, the model predicts very different f -dependent trends for low and high E B,MIN values when simulated at maxima of the gate pulse. Low E B,MIN shows weaker f dependence, which is different from the measured data. Simulation with high E B,MIN can explain the observed f -dependent trend. However, as shown in Section III, the two-stage model with high E B,MIN cannot predict fast recovery following dc stress. Therefore, in addition to the failure to predict time evolution of dc stress and recovery and ac PDC dependence, the two-stage model also cannot predict the frequency dependence of NBTI using a consistent set of model parameters.
VII. CONCLUSION
A large body of experimental data, obtained using different measurement methods on p-MOSFETs having different gate insulator processes, has been used to validate predictive capability of different physics-based NBTI models. Direct experimental evidences of interface trap generation and recovery contradict models that suggest hole trapping/detrapping in preexisting process-related traps as the only physical mechanism. Models relying exclusively on interface trap generation and recovery cannot predict ultrafast measurements. Models that suggest no recovery of interface traps are found to be inconsistent with direct experimental evidence of interface trap recovery. Models suggesting strong coupling of interface trap generation and hole trapping in switching hole traps cannot predict different experimental features of dc and ac NBTI.
A framework of uncorrelated contributions of interface traps, together with hole trapping in preexisting and generated bulk insulator traps, has been proposed. Generation and recovery of interface traps are predicted by using the H/H 2 RD model. Hole trapping and detrapping are modeled using a simple empirical formalism, which is further verified by the two-energy-level model. Generation of bulk insulator traps is modeled using an empirical formula and is shown to have relatively smaller contribution under use condition, particularly for thinner gate stacks. The proposed framework can explain NBTI time evolution during dc stress and recovery following dc stress for a diverse set of experimental conditions, ac pulse frequency and duty cycle dependence of NBTI, impact of measurement speed on dc and ac NBTI, and gate insulator process dependence of NBTI with consistent set of model parameters. Although the two-energy-level model has been found to be adequate for hole trapping, the requirement of higher order models is not unlikely and needs further attention. This paper has unequivocally established the contribution from both trap generation and trapping (mutually uncorrelated) as observed in large-area devices and has presented a continuum macroscopic framework. The framework has to be generalized to small-area devices by interpreting H/H 2 RD model equations as stochastic processes and connecting hole trapping to RTN. Some work has already been done in this area, which is not reviewed in this paper. However, it is important to note that, to date, small-area models focus exclusively on trap generation or trapping and no work that combines the two exists, and hence, the complete link between macroscopic and microscopic NBTI models is still missing. We expect that these aspects will be given due attention in the years to come.
